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Goal, content

 The goal is to: 
 Provide a rationale of using Theory of planned behavior (TPB) in user 

modeling
 Proof the concept that seems obvious
 Provide an example of the model building

 Basic reasoning

 The model of TPB

 Model building: the procedure

 Experimental results

 Discussion, take away notes



Basic reasoning & research question

 Basic reasoning – obvious steps
 Recommendation should predict user‘s (human‘s) decision about the predicted 

„item“;
 Human decision making process is specific to humans;
 Psychologists knows about human decision making – they developed models 

 Research question: 
 Can we utilize such model in user modeling?
 Can we explain (enrich the understanding) of human decisions in an useful way?

How important for you is the main actor of the movie?

How subjective norms affect the item selection?



A sequence of decisions

 A sequence in movie selection
 Selecting the broad context: do I want to watch movie this weekend;

 Selecting social context: with whom?

 What kind of movie I wand to see?

 Only now: which movie?

 Which one to model?

 Which one is crucial for user model building?



Which decision model to choose?

 There are several models, specialized to the selected problem

 Selection criteria:
 Data acquisition is feasible;

 The „logic of modeling“ fits in;

 Evaluation procedure is available (feasible);

 We know how to use it

 We choose Theory of planned behavior (TPB) :
 A strong experimental evidence behind it;

 Criteria listed above is met



Theory of planned behavior (Ajzen model)

 Behavior beliefs:
 Links behavior to expected 

outcome: 
If I select the  movie, I will really 
enjoy it.

 Normative beliefs:
 Perceived behavior expectation: 

What my friends will say if I see it?

 Control beliefs:
 Can I perform the action: 

Will friends accept me to join 
them in the movie theater? http://people.umass.edu/aizen/tpb.html
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Model building: 
1. Define a set of behaviors

 The crucial step determining the whole procedure

 The reason why we apply TPB must be clarified

 Prior to it, user data should be analysed: domain knowledge

 Behaviours must be discriminable

 In our case: three behaviors

user selects movie genre {Drama, Action, Comedy}



Model building: 
2. TPB questionnaire construction

 It requires understanding of
 Behaviours

 TPB

 Questonnarie construction (psychometric characteristics, ...)

 Five groups of questions:
 Attitude: cognitive 

 Attitude: emotion 

 Attitude: behavior

 Norms

 Comtrol



Model building: 
3. Build prediction model

 Construction of criteria
 Ground truth of behaviors

 Prediction variables
 Answers to questions that survived measurement characteristics
 Top (hierarchical model) : predictions of sub-model 

 Select the model: 
 Multivariate linear regression
 „Any“ model can be chosen

 Build (train the model): 
 estimate regression coefficients etc.



4. Interpret the model

 What was the reason to use TPB?

 Fitting and ML part – model specific:
 Regression coefficients, 𝑅2, ...

 Are results repeatable?

 Domain related interpretation

 More on this in Results section



Materials & methods

 Data (test users):
 28 subjects of existing CoMoDa rating providers;

 49 questions in TPB questionnaire 

 Construction criteria (ground truth variables):
 Genre scores: gS(u)

 Genre membership: gC(u)

 Prediction variables
 Answers to TPB questionaries' (that survived measure characteristics)

 Sub-model predictions for the hierarchical model 



Experimental results: 
Selected sub-model: cognitive attitude

 Linear Regression model

𝑅2 = 0.48, significant coefficients are labeled by*; 

 Example of significant one (represented by 𝜷𝟐):
Q1 =How important for you is the main actor of the movie?

Genre 𝜷𝟎 𝜷𝟏 𝜷𝟐 𝜷𝟑 𝜷𝟒 𝜷𝟓 𝜷𝟔 𝜷𝟕 𝜷𝟖

Drama 0.32 0.02 -0.03 -0.01 -0.02 0.01 0,00 -0.01 0,00

Action 3.34 0.09 -0.11* 0.10* -0.05 -0.08 0.13* -0.02 -0.02

Comedy 3.69 0.48* -0.34* 0.05 0.07 -0.04 -0.12* -0.11* 0.06



Agreggated model 

 Regression sub- model 
predictions were taken as 
predictors

 It shows the involvment of 
analysed aspects

 Supprisingly high 𝑅2 = 0.89
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Discusion & take away notes

 Why we simply do not ask user about the genre?
 Relation to contextual recommender systems - it is a complement

 TPB model: situation independent part
 Contextual RS: situation dependent part

Does TPB as a situation indepentent part also captures personality?

 Take away notes
 TPB (Ajzen model) is applicable in many settings in UM
 It does not replace classic recommender system
 Managable for engineers
 Domain knoweledge is crucial when the model is built



Future work

 Redesign of the existing model: revised questionnaire

 New designs according to 
 the complete sequence of user decisions

 new domains in UM

 Incorporating personality: how to improve the model by known 
personality of end user?

 Establish standard questionnaires for selected domains


